The PP and PDRP' data sets were fitted simultaneously in a global target analysis, using the kinetic target model shown in Supplementary Scheme 1. The model consists of two parallel branches. The left branch describes the principle kinetics, and the right branch the singlet-singlet annihilation process. The spectra, rates, and branching ratios are constrained to equality in both branches, except for the dumping/repumping related parameters which are only present in the left branch, and the annihilation rate which is only present in the right branch.
and photoproducts formed upon repumping (R in Figure 1) . The dumping appears as a difference spectrum that evolves with the same kinetics as the undumped species. The photoproducts appear as difference spectra with inversed sign. The analysis for trimeric LHCII is shown in Figure 5 of the main text.
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